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How to Confidently 
Ask a Woman Out

Principle 2:
Mirror Texting

LEVEL 4 Goal:
You will learn how to decode your text conversations with 
women and see exactly how long you should take to text 
her back, how much effort you should put in your texts 
(how many words/sentences/etc), and what your energy 
should be when you reply (how excited you should seem).   
 
All of that information is given to you with every unique 
woman you message… once you learn to ‘Mirror Text’. 
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Principle 2:  
Mirror Texting

LEVEL 4 Content:
Principle 2 DOWNLOADS - eBook chapter + Principle 2 audio file  
(PDF + 29 minute audio file download) 

L1: Start Slow 
(3 minute video) 

- - - - How to Show Playfulness Early on In Texting 
(8 minute video) 

L2: Mirror Her Time  
(7 minute video) 

- - - - How to Get a Woman to Text You Back Right Away 
(3 minute video) 

L3: Mirror Her Effort
(7 minute video) 

L4: Mirror Her Energy
(4 minute video) 

- - - - When Women Want to Talk / Text, LET THEM 
(10 minute video) 
 
L5: Emoticons
(7 minute video) 
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Principle 2 eBook chapter download + 29 minute audio file 

(Texting School also 
includes Audio download) 

2 DOWNLOADS in LEVEL 4:
In LEVEL 4 of the Texting School curriculum, I highly recommend the 
first thing you do is read the Principle 2 Mirror Texting ebook chapter.

This chapter will help lay a foundation for this level, and then the rest of this 
level we can go DEEPER on the information you learned from the ebook 
chapter.

After downloading and reading the eBook chapter, you also can download the 
29 minute audio recording for Principle 2.

This audio recording is where I took the audio of the 5 main video lessons 
from Principle 2 - so that you could listen to them on the go.

Once you have read the eBook chapter then dig right into the video content 
from LEVEL 4 and start to really understand how to MIRROR TEXT each 
unique woman you are messaging.

LEVEL 4 DOWNLOADS: 

Principle 2:  
Mirror Texting

Download  
PDF Chapter
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Start Slow

(3 minute video) 

Lesson 1 recap:

In the very early stages of texting / messaging a woman, you want to 
start out replying SLOW.  

As we dive deeper into Mirror Texting throughout this level, you’ll learn that as 
men we never want to reply quicker than she is taking to reply to us.

A woman will always tell you how much she likes you based on her actions… 
one of those actions is how quickly she replies to you.

The slower you reply to her, the quicker she will reply to you… IF she likes 
you. 

This specific rule of starting out SLOW means that even if she replies to your 
texts or messages quickly - you want to wait an hour at the minimum

You’ll understand why this is so important when we dive deeper into Poker 
Player Texting next level, but for now, your goal is to wait at least an hour to 
reply in the first few days of messaging a woman. 

Lesson 1:

Principle 2:  
Mirror Texting

Join Texting School
To Watch Video 
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How to Show Playfulness Early on In Texting  
(text example) 

(8 minute video) 

Optional Text Example Lesson recap:

OPTIONAL LESSON:

Being playful is a great way to ‘relate’ to women

In this text example I go from the online dating app Bumble to my early texting 
conversation.  A great way to relate to women and connect with them is to 
show them a playful side of you. 
 
One way that you can do this is to simply ‘play along’ and role-play with 
women.  If you can do this in a cool, calm, and collected way then women will 
naturally play along and have a lot of fun doing it. 
 
In this example she messages me about Disney and asks for my favorite 
Disney movie.  I answer and then ‘play along’ by mirroring the pattern of her 
sentence and simply asking a different question about Disney. 
 
When you practice doing this, you realize all you have to do is pay attention to 
women and it becomes a lot of fun to just ‘play along’ and see where their 
imagination takes it.

Principle 2:  
Mirror Texting

Join Texting School
To Watch Video 
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Mirror Her Time  
Lesson 2:

Lesson 2 recap:

(7 minute video) 

Any woman will show you exactly how long they want you to take to text 
them back… when you understand her clues

It is as simple as looking at the time it took for her to reply to your last text.  If 
it took her 10 minutes to reply to your last text… you must wait at least 10 
minutes before you should write her back.
 
If she takes 3 days to reply to your last text… you wait at least 3 days to reply 
back. 
 
What if she never texts you again??

Then she literally was not interested.  

Contrary to what we are told… women WILL pursue a man she wants.  If she 
isn’t showing any interest, that is because there is NO interest and now you 
can move on and spend your time meeting new women and focusing on 
accomplishing goals you have. 
 

Principle 2:  
Mirror Texting

Watch Now
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How to Get a Woman to Text You Back Right Away

(3 minute video) 

Optional Text Example Lesson recap:

OPTIONAL LESSON:

There is a ‘game’ of chicken you are always playing early on with a 
woman you are messaging.

Think of this like a game of ‘chicken’ - who is going to cave first.  If she takes 3 
hours and then you are waiting 3 hours to reply… eventually she will cave if 
she likes you, and she will start replying way QUICKER to you.

As long as you always take longer to reply, you’ll start to notice that when you 
win this game of ‘chicken’ by holding out and not caving and texting her too 
soon, she WILL reward you by submitting and starting to reply to you quicker.

Remember - You must be patient in order for this to pay off.  
You must plant the roots before you see the fruits come out of the 
ground.  

Principle 2:  
Mirror Texting

Join Texting School
To Watch Video 
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Mirror Her Effort
Lesson 3:

Lesson 3 recap:

(7 minute video) 

Any woman will show you exactly how much effort you should put into 
your texts to her (how many words / sentences, etc.)

When mirroring her effort you can simply look at how MANY texts she sends 
compared to yours (you want her to send AT LEAST 1 text to every one of 
your texts) and you also want to take into account how long each text is in 
length.
 
The idea here again is that a masculine man will not be putting as much effort 
into texting as a woman will.  

Therefore you should always be texting LESS as far as quantity of texts and 
LESS words in each text you send than she does.
 
Plus - think about it - supply and demand

The less words you write, the more attention she will pay to each and every 
one of those words.

Guys who text her novels she gets bored of - but your texts she will read and 
enjoy.
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Watch Now
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Mirror Her Energy
Lesson 4:

Lesson 4 recap:

(4 minute video) 

There are 3 main stages of ‘energy’ I put each woman in that I am 
texting.  

Just based on her texts - you can get a feel for whether she seems really 
excited and enthusiastic to text you (that’s a good sign) 

Whether she seems ‘neutral’ or just kinda average excitement of texting you 
(most women start out in this stage)

Or… whether she seems ‘cold’ or ‘distant’ when she is texting you (not good)

Here is the rule - you want to be coming from a lower ‘energy’ than she is in 
your texting.  

That means that she should seem more excited and more eager to text you 
than you seem to text her

This isn’t to be mean - this is just the rules of attraction - women want a 
masculine man - and masculine men aren’t super eager and excited to spend 
time texting on a cell phone

Principle 2:  
Mirror Texting

Watch Now
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When Women Want to Talk/Text, LET THEM 
(text example) 

(10 minute video) 

Optional Text Example Lesson recap:

OPTIONAL LESSON:

Whether in texting or in person with women - you always want to get 
HER to talk more and open up more

As humans we all like being ‘heard’ and ‘listened to’ - and women 
ESPECIALLY love this.

Whether in texting or in person - the more you can get her to talk or to text, 
the better.  The more connected she will feel to you.  The more understood 
she will feel by you. 
 
SO - anytime you have the opportunity, you want to get her to talk.

You text less and you try to get her to open up and explain things more.

Make sure to watch this video to get more details on HOW to spot 
opportunities to get her to talk more

Principle 2:  
Mirror Texting

Join Texting School
To Watch Video 
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Emoticons
Lesson 5:

Lesson 5 recap:

(7 minute video) 

Emoticons SHOULD be used by every single guy… you want to use 
them rarely but when you do, they can be very powerful. 

Think about the classic line -
 
“A picture is worth a thousand words”

So - as long as you don’t overdo it - you can send a lot shorter messages 
when you find a good emoticon to replace your words.

Just make sure to keep ‘Mirror Energy’ in mind with this one, you don’t want to 
be showering her with emojis when she is rarely sending them because 
emojis can send a higher energy if you overdo it.

However - if you stick to sending less than one emoji per text, and sending 
LESS emojis than she does overall, you should be fine.

You don’t need to force emojis, but be open to it because it can help you keep 
your texts nice and short - partnered with an emoji - and women respond well 
to that.

Principle 2:  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Watch Now
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LEVEL 5 - Principle 3 : Poker Player Texting
 (7 videos)

LEVEL 5 preview:

Next level in Level 5 you will learn 2 extremely crucial things:  How to spot 
‘patterns’ in your texting conversations and how to show up as masculine 
through texting (as opposed to feminine or ‘BETA’)

In Level 5 there will be 7 videos breaking down how to notice and 
understand the patterns in your texting conversations - and then how to 
use ‘masculine’ texting to shift the conversation to where she starts 
pursuing you more often.

This is called ‘Poker Player Texting’ because in poker, you want to keep a 
poker face and not reveal your cards.  I will be teaching you how to notice the 
patterns in your text conversations so that SHE starts to reveal clues about 
how she feels - simply by understanding her texting ‘pattern’ and knowing 
how to use that to get information about her feelings towards you.

What to look forward to in LEVEL 5

Principle 2:  
Mirror Texting
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When You enroll in  
Texting School You Instantly Get…
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About TextingSchool
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